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Apostolakis, George
Sunday, May 08, 2011 11:46 AM
Gilles, Nanette
Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys
Fukushima

Nan:

I will give a lecture to a general audience on Fukushima.

Could you please prepare several slides on the reactors, what happened, and what is the situation today? Also, how has

the NRC responded?

Thanks.

Commissioner George Apostolakis

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

W/
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Apa=tolakis, George

K ,>om: Apostolakis, George
nt: Sunday, May 08, 2011 11:40 AM

X• Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Davis, Roger. Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven
Subject: From NYT today

Nan:

Please find details on this incident. I am sensitive to the criticism that the NRC is too
close to the industry.

GA

Commissioner George Apostolakis . , jflifl, U IO,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

"David Lochbaum, a frequent critic of the N.R.C. who recently worked as a reactor technology
instructor there, said the agency too often rolled the dice on safety. 'The only difference
between Byron and Fukushima is luck,' he said."

-,/Nuclear Regulatory Commission Criticized for Industry Ties

> Zachary P. Stephens/Brattleboro Reformer

> In the fall of 2607, workers at the Byron nuclear power plant in
> Illinois were using a wire brush to clean a badly corroded steel pipe
> - one in a series that circulate cooling water to essential emergency
> equipment - when something unexpected happened: the brush poked
> through.

> The resulting leak caused a 12-day shutdown of the two reactors for repairs.

> The plant's owner, the Exelon Corporation, had long known that
> corrosion was thinning most of these pipes. But rather than fix them,
> it repeatedly lowered the minimum thickness it deemed safe. By the
> time the pipe broke, Exelon had declared that pipe walls just
> three-hundredths of an inch thick - less than one-tenth the original
> minimum thickness - would be good enough.

> Though no radioactive material was released, safety experts say that
> if enough pipes had ruptured during a reactor accident, the result
> could easily have been a nuclear catastrophe at a plant just 100 miles

,.\west of Chicago.

--- K:xelon's risky decisions occurred under the noses of on-site
inspectors from the federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission. No

> documented inspection of the pipes was made by anyone from the N.R.C.
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> for at least the eight years preceding the leak, and the agency also
> failed io notice that Exelon kept lowering the acceptable standard,
> according to a subsequent investigation by the conmission's inspector

,general.

•"•JExelon's penalty? A reprimand for two low-level violations - a tepid
> response all too common at the N.R.C., said George A. Mulley Jr., a
> former investigator with the inspector general's office who led the
> Byron inquiry. "They always say, 'Oh, but nothing happened,' " Mr.
> Mulley said. "Well, sooner or later, our luck - you know, we're going
> to end up rolling craps."

> Critics have long painted the commission as well-intentioned but weak
> and compliant, and incapable of keeping close tabs on an industry to
> which it remains closely tied. The concerns have greater urgency
> because of the crisis at the Fukushima Daiichi plant in Japan, which
> many experts say they believe was caused as much by lax government
> oversight as by a natural disaster.

> The Byron pipe leak is just one recent example of the agency's
> shortcomings, critics say. It has also taken nearly 30 years for the
> commission to get effective fireproofing installed in plants after an
> accident in Alabama. The N.R.C.'s decision to back down in a standoff
> with the operator of an Ohio plant a decade ago meant that a
> potentially dangerous hole went undetected for months. And the number
> of civil penalties paid by licensees has plummeted nearly 80 percent
> since the late 1990s - a reflection, critics say, of the commission's
> inclination to avoid ruffling the feathers of the nuclear industry and

,,---,its Washington lobbyists.

~'•-Although the agency says plants are operating more safely today than
> they were at the dawn of the nuclear industry, when shutdowns were
> common, safety experts, Congressional critics and even the agency's
> own internal monitors say the N.R.C. is prone to dither when companies
> complain that its proposed actions would cost time or money. The
> promise of lucrative industry work after officials leave the
> commission probably doesn't help, critics say, pointing to dozens over
> the years who have taken jobs with nuclear power companies and
> lobbying firms.

> Now, as most of the country's 104 aging reactors are applying for, and
> receiving, 20-year extensions from the N.R.C on their original 40-year
> licenses, reform advocates say a thorough review of the system is
> urgently needed.

> The agency's shortcomings are especially vexing because Congress
> created it in the mid-1970s to separate the government's roles as
> safety regulator and promoter of nuclear energy - an inherent conflict
> that dogged its predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission.

> "It wasn't much of a change," said Peter A. Bradford, a former N.R.C.
> commissioner who now teaches at Vermont Law School. "The N.R.C.
_ inherited the regulatory staff and adopted the rules and regulations
)f the A.E.C. intact."

Mr. Bradford said the nuclear industry had implicitly or explicitly

> supported every nomination to the commission until Gregory B.
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> Jaczko's in 2005. Mr. Jaczko, who was elevated to chairman by
> President Obama in 2009, had previously worked for both Representative
> Edward J. Markey, the Massachusetts Democrat and longtime critic of

">the nuclear industry, and Senator Harry Reid, the Nevada Democrat and
) current Senate majority leader who sought to block a nuclear waste

.. repository in his state.

> (Page 2 of 5)

> Mr. Jaczko acknowledges that the agency needs to move faster on some
> safety issues. But he defends its record. "I certainly feel very
> strongly that this is an independent regulator that will make what it
> thinks are the right decisions when it comes to safety," he said.
> "There will be people who will agree, and some people who will
> disagree. That's part of the process."
> Brendan Smialowski/Getty Images

> "I certainly feel very strongly that this is an independent regulator
> that will make what it thinks are the right decisions when it comes to
> safety," said Gregory B. Jaczko, chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory
> Commission.

> For all the agency's shortcomings as a regulator, even the most vocal
> critics acknowledge that it should not be compared to the Minerals
> Management Service, the scandal-plagued agency that oversaw the oil
> and gas industry and was reorganized by Mr. Obama after the BP oil

,-'-,,.spill last year.

Still, David Lochbaum, a frequent critic of the N.R.C. who recently
> worked as a reactor technology instructor there, said the agency too
> often rolled the dice on safety. "The only difference between Byron
> and Fukushima is luck," he said.

> No Rejections

> In recent years, the Vermont Yankee nuclear plant in Vernon, Vt., has
> had several serious operational problems.

> Situated on the banks of the Connecticut River, the 39-year-old
> Vermont Yankee, whose reactor is similar in design to the stricken
> plant in Japan, suffered the partial collapse of a cooling tower in
> 2007. In January 2010, the plant's operator, Entergy, discovered that
> nearby soil and groundwater had been contaminated by radioactive
> tritium, which had apparently leaked from underground piping. Just
> months before, the company assured state lawmakers that no such piping
> existed at the plant.

> The Vermont Senate, concerned about the problems, voted overwhelmingly
> last year to prevent the plant from operating beyond the scheduled
> expiration of its license on March 21, 2012 - invoking a 2006 state

law, unique to Vermont, that requires legislative approval for
, -ontinued operations.

But one day before the quake and tsunami that set Japan's crisis in
> motion, the N.R.C. approved Vermont Yankee's bid for license renewal -
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> just as it has for 62 other plants so far. Its fate is now the subject
> of a federal lawsuit.

/,'\"How does a place like that get a license renewal?" Mr. Lochbaum said.
1"Because they asked for one. Absent dead bodies, nothing seems to
deter the N.R.C. from sustaining reactor operation."

>

> Indeed, no renewal application has been turned down by the agency
> since the first one was granted in 2000, although some have been sent
> back for more work before winning approval.

> It was not always so.

> When the industry first set out in the 1980s to prove that the
> original 4e-year licenses on its aging plants could be safely renewed
> for 20 years, two plants - Yankee Rowe in Massachusetts and Monticello
> in Minnesota - were offered as test cases. The N.R.C.'s criteria for
> relicensing essentially required that operators prove that they were
> in compliance with their current license and that they had an adequate
> plan to manage the aging equipment for the extra 20 years. That
> tripped up Yankee Rowe's bid, because inspectors looking at its
> current operations found serious flaws in its reactor vessel. Rather
> than earn a renewal, the plant shut down with eight years left on its
> original license.

> The failure threw the industry into turmoil. In 1992, Northern States
> Public Power, owner of the Monticello plant, complained that the
> agency was examining details beyond those necessary for license

l/r..renewal.

With billions of dollars of revenue and investment at stake for each
> plant, the N.R.C. changed the rules in 1995, scrapping the requirement
> that operators prove they were complying with their current license.
> Instead, the renewal process would focus only on the aging.management
> plan. The agency described the change as providing a "more stable and
> predictable regulatory process for license renewal."

> But James Riccio, a nuclear policy analyst with Greenpeace, said, "The
> N.R.C. rule change gutted a substantive process and replaced it with a
> rubber stamp. They placed industry profits ahead of public safety."

> To be sure, license renewal is still arduous. According to a 2007
> audit by the inspector general's office, an operator-typically spends
> two years and up to $20 million preparing an application, and the
> commission on average spends two years and $4 million reviewing it.

> But the audit also concluded that it was often impossible to know
> whether the agency had truly conducted an independent review of an
> application or why approval was granted. In some cases, for example,
> long passages in the comnmission's assessment of a renewal appeared to
> have been simply copied and pasted directly from the application.

\v'(Page 3 of 5)

> And in a 2008 follow-up memo described to a reporter, the N.R.C.'s
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> inspector general, Hubert T. Bell, went further, suggesting that the
> N.R.C. staff was unable to adequately document its reviews and may
> have destroyed essential records.

-- Brendan Hoffman/Getty Images

"The only difference between Byron and Fukushima is luck," said
> David Lochbauma, a frequent critic of the N.R.C. who recently worked
> as a reactor technology instructor there.

> Asked about those issues, Mr. Jaczko said that the copying and
> repetition was intentional.

> "We want licensees to take those programs that we find are the best
> practices and use those," he said. "So in many cases, those were
> showing up in applications and the staff was then looking at those
> and saying yes, those were acceptable."
>

> As for the lack of documentation backing up each decision, "not all
> of that information gets incorporated into a formal docket for
> license renewal," Mr. 3aczko said. "We did reconfirm that there had
> not been any information that had been missed or any information
> that would change any of the conclusions in the license renewal
> decisions."

> Deference to Industry

> The N.R.C.'s slowness in addressing serious problems is another concern.

.,•,In 1975, a blaze at the Browns Ferry plant in Alabama crippled
)electrical wiring used to control critical cooling equipment in one
of the reactor units. The incident set off alarm bells at the

> N.R.C., which issued new fire protection regulations in 1980.

> But over the next three decades, according to two internal agency
> investigations, the commission approved a succession of faulty or
> ineffective fire barrier materials. It then dragged its feet in the
> face of mounting evidence that the materials, even after being
> installed in dozens of plants, were failing to perform as advertised.
)

> One of the earliest materials, Mr. Mulley said, was a product called
> Thermo-lag, which the commission approved based on what turned out
> to be fraudulent lab tests submitted by an obscure company. "No
> inspector ever bothered to check out the lab or to question the
> results," said Mr. Mulley, who investigated the case for the agency.

> Last year, the N.R.C. issued a 355-page report in which it suggested
> that the fire barrier issue had been finally sorted out, even though
> most plants were technically still not complying with the regulations.

> The agency has little choice but to tolerate violations, said Mr.
> Lochbaum, who heads the Nuclear Safety Project with the Union of
> Concerned Scientists, an environmental and nuclear watchdog group

based in Cambridge, Mass. "Otherwise, nearly all the U.S. reactors
would have to shut down," he said.

Asked about the fire barrier fiasco, Mr. Jaczko said he would like
> the agency to put safety rules into effect more quickly. "I've
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> certainly been pushing for some time that we do these things in a
> more timely manner," he said.

-\But the issues are complicated. "They involve very complex,
,technical findings, and then ultimately they involve complex plant
modifications in some cases," he said.

> Mr. Mulley suggested that the companies themselves played a role in
> delaying the rules.

> "There were good fire barrier materials on the market from 3M and
> other companies that people knew and trusted," he said. "But these
> plant operators kept complaining that they were too expensive. So
> some company that no one has ever heard of comes along, with tests
> from a lab that no one has ever heard of, for a material that's
> cheaper than anything else on the market, and the N.R.C. says,
> 'Perfect! Use this!'

> The agency's deferential attitude also brought the Davis-Besse plant
> in Ohio to the brink of the worst American nuclear accident since
> the Three Mile Island meltdown of 1979.

> On Aug. 3, 2001, armed with mounting evidence of potentially
> dangerous cracks and leaks in control nozzles that penetrate the
> vessel heads at most reactors, the commission asked 12 nuclear
> plants to conduct inspections. The inspections required a temporary
> but expensive shutdown, so regulators gave the plants until the end
> of the year to comply, and most did so.

jBut FirstEnergy, owner of Davis-Besse, said it would look for the
'--,cracks during its next planned refueling shutdown - on March 22 the

> following year. In the test of wills that followed, the agency's
> inspector general later concluded, it was the N.R.C. that blinked,
> agreeing to allow FirstEnergy to operate until mid-February.

)

> (Page 4 of 5)

> On March 6, 2002, workers finally conducted the inspections and
> found that acid used in the cooling water had eaten almost
> completely through the lid of the reactor. The plant was closed for
> two years for emergency repairs, two FirstEnergy engineers were
> convicted of lying to investigators and the company paid more than
> $33.5 million in civil and criminal penalties.

> "They should have just shut them down," said Mr. Mulley, who
> investigated the case. "But the attitude at N.R.C. was always, 'You
> can't shut them down. They'll fight us in court.'

> The Byron case in Illinois, while not as dangerous as Davis-Besse,
> was similar in that it revealed the industry's predilection for

, deferring maintenance until more serious safety problems developed.
Indeed, since the Three Mile Island accident, at least 38 nuclear

K,_y)ower reactors have been forced to shut down for a year or more
because of an accumulation of safety problems.
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> Marshall Murphy, an Exelon spokesman, said the company took "good
> learnings" from the Byron incident and improved its procedures.

•"-'Eliot Brenner, an N.R.C. spokesman, said in an e-mail that the
j agency had also made several changes to its guidelines after the

Byron case, including provisions that require inspectors to "tour
> areas that become accessible on an infrequent basis to assess the
> material condition and status of safety systems, structures, and
> components."

> But Mr. Lochbaum said the slap on the wrist delivered to Exelon
> ensured that similar incidents would occur in the future. "There's
> no real regulatory discomfort imposed, so this sort of thing just
> continues," he said.

> Agency's Gains

> What frustrates some critics is that the N.R.C. has the expertise
> and resources - a staff of 4,000 and one of the highest densities of
> Ph.D.'s in government - to do a better job. Indeed, there are some
> examples of the commission making tough decisions.

> In 2808, for example, workers at the Oconee plant in South Carolina
> discovered that a crucial line in the cooling system at Reactor Unit
> 1 was blocked by a broken gasket. The workers fixed it and the
> reactor was restarted.

> But the two N.R.C. inspectors assigned full time to Oconee quickly
(- began asking why Duke Energy, the operator, wasn't also inspecting

icorresponding valves and lines at the plant's other two reactors.
• -Duke said the clogging was isolated and a blocked line could be

> bypassed in a pinch.

> In February 2010, when the company finally agreed to look at the
> other two reactors, it discovered that the lines there had the same
> problem and that the bypass option would never have worked.

> The commission issued a "yellow finding" to Duke, its second-highest
> category of safety problem. The finding, which is rarely imposed,
> generally brings far more N.R.C. and media scrutiny, and can have
> financial implications for the company on Wall Street.

> N.R.C. officials said that the current oversight system, begun in
> 2000 and refined since then, has improved safety by focusing on the
> reactor systems most prone to failure - and most likely to pose a
> safety risk. Fewer violations are issued, but when they are, the
> agency uses different colors - green, white, yellow and red - to
> signal the severity of the problem in a public way.

> "Bottom line is, we drive for long-term improvements in safety," Mr.
> Brenner said.

_2 And by several measures, the N.R.C. notes, the nation's nuclear
( polants appear to be getting safer.

Incidents of worker radiation exposure and safety system failures

> are at their lowest levels in more than a decade. The numberof
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> "scrams" - which the N.R.C. defines as "the sudden shutting down of
> a'nuclear reactor by rapid insertion of control rods, either
> automatically or manually by the reactor operator" - has been

... dropping as well.

* Still, the nuclear industry is not shy about complaining, and if
> necessary, throwing around its weight with Congress, which approves
> the N.R.C.'s budget of roughly $1 billion a year.

> That was borne out in June 1998, when then-Senator Pete V. Domenici,
> a New Mexico Republican with strong ties to the nuclear industry and
> chairman of the subcommittee that funded the N.R.C., threatened to
> slash the agency's budget.

> (Page 5 of 5)

> Although the budget was not ultimately cut, Shirley Ann Jackson,
> then chairwoman of the commission, said in a speech to her staff
> that the industry had sent a clear message: "That we are
> inefficient, that we over-regulate, that we inspect too much, assess
> too much, enforce too much, take too long on licensing actions and
> employ an overly restrictive body of regulation."

> Industry Connections

> As with many regulatory agencies, the movement from N.R.C. jobs to
;/-,,industry jobs - and sometimes vice versa - is a recurring issue.

•-<-YMany engineers and technicians, of course, join the agency directly
> out of school, work in the field and remain with the commission
> their entire careers. But for others, particularly officials at the
> highest levels, the commission can be a steppingstone to more
> lucrative work in the private sector.

> That was certainly the case for one commissioner, Jeffrey S. Merrifield.

> Shortly after Mr. Merrifield retired from the commission in 2e07,
> Shaw, a nuclear services company, announced that he was taking a top
> executive position with the company. That stirred the suspicions of
> the Project on Government Oversight, a nonprofit watchdog group,
> which complained to the N.R.C.

> Federal law prohibits government employees from taking part in
> matters that they know could financially benefit them or anyone with
> whom the employee is negotiating or seeking employment. But
> according to an inspector general's report on the case, Mr.
> Merrifield sought employment with not just Shaw but also General
> Electric and Westinghouse, both nuclear reactor makers, while still
> voting on two issues that affected them.

ý2ýThe conflict-of-interest case - which also included an allegation
' 'that Mr. Merrifield failed to disclose, upon departing the
•government, that he accepted travel reimbursements of $3,552.47

during his job hunt - was referred by the N.R.C. to the Justice
> Department for possible civil action and to the United States
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> attorney's office in Maryland for potential criminal action. Both
> offices declined to pursue it.
>

.Mr. Mulley, who took part in the investigation, was outraged. "Even
J)if the lawyers don't want to go after him, the N•R.C. could make an
example of him if they wanted to," he said. "They could speak out in

> some way. But they don't."

> In a statement last month, Mr. Merrifield said he told investigators
> and prosecutors that he did not believe, based on legal advice, that
> he had acted inappropriately, but that if he had been told a
> conflict existed, he would have recused himself. He added that when
> he was alerted to the disclosure oversight, he immediately filed the
> correct forms.

> "Though the antinuclear community continues to try to raise these
> concerns," Mr. Merrifield said, "I firmly believe that throughout my
> time as an N.R.C. commissioner, I acted in a fair and impartial
> manner and in the best interest of public health and safety."

> Other commissioners have also had close ties to the industry.

> Environmental groups and industry monitors were angered, for
> example, when Mr. Obama nominated William D. Magwood, a former
> employee of Westinghouse Electric and more recently director of the
> Energy Department's nuclear expansion program, to fill a vacant seat
> on the commission last year.

/\,"Given his more than a dozen years promoting nuclear power, we do
)Jiot believe Mr. Magwood has the independence from the nuclear power

'-,-industry, nor the security oversight background, to regulate it,"
> said Danielle Brian, executive director of the Project on Government
> Oversight.

> In a letter in March to the oversight project about the Merrifield
> case, Mr. Jaczko rejected the group's recommendation that
> job-seeking employees be required to recuse themselves in writing
> from matters affecting possible postcommission employers.

> "The failure of employees to disqualify themselves has not
> previously been an issue at the N.R.C., and absent evidence of a
> wider problem, the N.R.C. does not believe that additional reporting
> requirements are warranted," he wrote.

> Marvin S. Fertel, the president and chief executive of the Nuclear
> Energy Institute, the main industry lobby, took issue with the
> notion that the N.R.C. was captive to business interests.

> "Is there too much coziness? No," Mr. Fertel said. "Do I think
> there's respect? Yes." That includes a willingness on the part of
> N.R.C. to consider the financial impact of its rules on operators,
> he said.

,'Ir. Fertel said that as the N.R.C. has expanded to deal with the
k"I:lood of relicensing applications, it has increasingly hired talent

from within the industry. "It's only a problem if you think getting
> good expertise is a problem," he said.-
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> Bbt Mr. Mulley argued that the prospect of one day landing a
> lucrative position with a private company almost certainly played a

(•-•\role in softening the positions of some commission employees.

"--"'The N.R.C. is like a prep school for many of these guys, because

> they know they've got a good shot at landing much higher-paying work
> with the people they're supposed to be keeping in line," Mr. Mulley
> said. "They're not going to do anything to jeopardize that."
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Davis, Roger -UM~FA~tRI4C4JOU&I

C"rom: Davis, Roger
J ent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 5:10 PM

Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George; Lui, Christiana
Subject: FW: Memorandum of the Secretary addressing extension requests

FYI

Below is SECY's email this morning to Mr. Runkle, attorney for the AP1000 oversight group (citizens' groups),
who filed on 4/6/11 a Petition to Suspend AP1000 Design Certification Rulemaking Pending Evaluation of
Fukushima Accident Implications on Design and Operational Procedures and Request for Expedited
Consideration. In the email, Mr. Julian of SECY advises Mr' Runke that his petition will be added to and
considered in the context of the rulemaking docket.

I am also about to forward to you today's SECY memorandum filed on the AP1O00 rulemaking docket to
address more generally the thousands of emails requesting extension or suspension of the comment period.

Roger

From: Vietti-Cook, Annette
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 11:35 AM
To: Clark, Lisa; Coggins, Angela; Batkin, Joshua; Monninger, John; Reddick, Darani; Bupp, Margaret; Davis, Roger; Zom,
Jason
Cc: Matthews, David; Mizuno, Geary; Poole, Brooke; Rothschild, Trip; Sanders, Serita

(•"N,.ubject: FW: Memorandum of the Secretary addressing extension r - , ,^ r.
'FYI

From: Julian, Emile
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 11:11 AM
To: jrunkle~oricecreek.com
Cc: Ngbea, Evangeline; Vietti-Cook, Annette
Subject: Memorandum of the Secretary addressing extension requests

Hello Mr. Runkle,

Yesterday, I advised that your petition to suspend the AP1 000 Design Certification rulemaking would be
added to and considered in the context of the rulemaking docket. With respect to your inquiry about other
extension and or suspension requests I am providing a link to the Regulations.gov website for the AP1 000
rulemaking. The link is to the location of a memorandum of the Secretary that addresses the multiple requests
for extension of the comment period. The link is:
http://www.regulations.gov/#!searchResultsaa=NRC:rpop=10po=Os=AP1000

I hope the above is helpful,

Emile L. Julian
Assistant for Rulemakings

.----. And Adjudications
ffice of the Secretary, NRC

\-J.1-41-196
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Apostolakis, George

,nt:

Subject:
Attachments:

Apostolakis, George
Tuesday, May 10, 2011 9:28 AM
Gilles, Nanette
FW: misc articles
imageOi.gif; image003.png

FYI

Roadmap to Recovery: TEPCO's plan to contain the
Fukushima Daiichi Reactors

Published: May 5, 2011

By Brian Wheeler, Associate Editor

The ongoing crisis at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant in Japan should be brought under control
within the next six to nine months, according to a plan put together by the plant's operator, Tokyo Electric
Power Co. (TEPCO). The company said that "By bringing the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling
condition and mitigating the release of radioactive materials, we will make every effort to enable evacuees to

/--tum to their homes and for all citizens to be able to secure a sound life."

-b--sing its plan, TEPCO set two steps as the first targets. In the first step, radiation within and around the plant
must take a steady decline. TEPCO expects that the decline in radiation could take three months. Aut in order to
achieve Step I the company admitted it must overcome two "critical" issues. They must prevent hydrogen
explosions inside the primary containment vessel (PCV) in Units 1, 2 and 3. Cooling the reactor by injecting
fresh water into the reactor increases the chance of steam condensation, raising concerns of potentially
triggering a hydrogen explosion. Because of this, TEPCO will inject nitrogen gas into each unit's PCV to keep
the concentration of hydrogen and oxygen below flammability levels. TEPCO also said it must prevent the
release of contaminated water with high radiation levels outside of the site boundary from Unit 2.

After achieving this multi-step first milestone, TEPCO hopes to have the release of radioactive materials under
control and for the radiation dose to be "significaintly held down." TEPCO plans to complete the second step
within three to six months.

A Long Time Coming
The process of dismantling the reactors at Fukushima is just getting started.

In April, Hitachi-which supplied one of the plant's six reactors--submitted a long-term plan to TEPCO to
decommission the Fukushima Daiichi reactors once TEPCO has them cooled and in safe shutdown. Working
with General Electric, Exelon Corp. and Bechtel Corp., Hitachi said the plan would include removing the fuel
rods from the reactors and spent fuel pools, cleaning the contaminated facilities, disposing of all nuclear waste

i,-',d dismantling the reactors and buildings.

"•tachi spokesman Masanao Sato told Nikkei News that such a process could take "about 30 years" to
complete.
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Hitachi has sent more than 300 employees to the site to help with reestablishing electricity supplies to the power
station, cooling of the reactor pressure vessels and pools for spent fuel and draining water from the turbine
,,uildings and tunnels.

\'-/-<shiba, which supplied two reactors as the main contractor and jointly supplied two others with GE at the
stricken complex, also submitted a long-term decommissioning plan. With help from the Babcock and Wilcox
Co., the Shaw Group Inc. and Westinghouse Electric, Toshiba said its plan could take at last 10 years.

"Over the last month we have been refining the comprehensive plan that would really take the site from its
current status to a 10-year process to bring it to safe shutdown, put radiological materials in the appropriately
safe places and get the site to be at the point where significant response activities are no longer needed" said
Jeffrey Merrifield, senior vice president of Shaw's Power Group.

Merrifield said one of the first issues that the team must address is radiological protection. The Shaw Group,
with assistance from B&W, Westinghouse and Toshiba, is placing radiological detection devices near the plant
itself as well as in the area surrounding it, including parts of the evacuated area.

The team has proposed clearing debris that currently rest around the units, especially Units 3 and 4 which
suffered hydrogen explosions. The team must figure out how to remove the contaminated debris, some of which
is from the secondary containment, to clear the way for workers to receive a lower dose of radiation when
making their way into the site. Merrifield said they must gather the debris, bring down the roofline of Units 1, 3
and 4 and try to get the debris out of spent fuel pool so they can engage begin to clarify water in those pools.

"There has to be a wise, accelerated and well-crafted plan to move the material out of the spent nuclear fuel
nools now and placed into a proper storage containment," said S. Robert Cochran, President of the Babcock &

/'->ilcox Technical Services Group, Inc.

No approach has been approved for the spent fuel. After an option is approved, infrastructure to support the
option must be put in place, as well as the regulatory framework.

"We have to make sure that any long term option is done in a waythat the Japanese will be comfortable with
the outcome," said Cochran.

Before the fuel can be moved it first must be cooled in accord with the long-term plan to have the reactors in a
safe condition. One way to achieve this is to create a closed-loop cooling system and eliminate large volumes of
contaminated water that is currently around the plant. As a Louisiana-based company that helped pump out
New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina, Merrifield said The Shaw Group has experience that Japan may
lack. Japan has not had a major radiological contamination event in its civilian nuclear history. Also, Japan has
not decommissioned any major nuclear facilities.

"Working in a salt water environment is not new to us," he said.

Numerous challenges remain. One is that there are different situations with each of the six reactors at
Fukushima Daiichi. Hydrogen explosions have left Units 1, 3 and 4 heavily damaged, so workers must
approach them carefully. Units 1, 2 and 3 all had salt water injected into the vessels to help cool them. That
water, with the ensuing corrosion, has put those reactors in a state that they likely will never again operate.
Units 5 and 6 were both partially defueled at the time of the March 11 earthquake and tsunami and were in cold
' itdown. Merrifield said in theory the reactors could possibly operate again, although the decision is a political

"- for the Japanese government to decide.

2
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"From a technical standpoint, you could restart the reactors. From a political and social decision, it is unclear
what decision will happen for those two units."

" and the Shaw Group continue to move experts in and out of Japan. Both had been asked to provide quick
1,-m"raround items that could help line up technology and resources in the U.S. to handle immediate needs in

Japan. Cochran said his company has provided a series of technical papers and access to some in the U.S.
vendor community to assist Toshiba, and ultimately TEPCO and Japan itself.

"Clearly it is an usual event to have a 9.0 earthquake combined with a tsunami," he said. "Certainly there are
challenges in any environment. Given the nature of devastation there would always be challenges."

Subscribe to Nuclear Power International

Nuclear reactor shutdown extended at PPL
Susquehanna

Published: May 6, 2011

PPL Susquehanna will keep one of its two nuclear reactors shut down longer than anticipated after recent
,/-,,spections revealed defective blades within a turbine, according to The Standard Speaker newspaper.

-•' nit 2, originally shut down April 4 for a planned refueling and maintenance outage, will be out of commission
for an additional four to six weeks to replace turbine blades that show signs of cracking and metal fatigue,
according to the article. Inspectors found the defective blades in a low-pressure turbine, part of a shaft that
includes two other low-pressure turbines, a high-pressure turbine and a generator.

Replacing the blades could cost between $20 million and $30 million, the article said.

Subscribe to Nuclear Power International
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Gilles, Nanette

"om:
lent-

1 0:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Tuesday, May 10, 2011 6:52 PM
Apostolakis, George
RE: Prometheas Fukushima 1
Prometheas Fukushima 2-19Mayl 1.pptx

Commissioner - I have added the Fukushrna slides in the attached revision to what you sent me. It is also in

G under Viewgraphs. WAe can discuss tomorrow.

Nan

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Monday, May 09, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Subject: Prometheas Fukushima 1

Also in G under Viewgraphs.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regu!atory Commission
One White F!int North, MS S 0 C4
11555 RockviZe Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

0il 415-1810
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Protecting People and the Environment

Boiling Water Reactors and
Fukushima

commissioner George Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

CmrApostolakis~nrcgov

St. Sophia Greek Orthodox Cathedral
Frosene Center

May 19, 2011
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Worldwide Electricity Production
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e Coal:

e Natural gas:
# Nuclear:

39%

18%

17%

I
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# Hydroelectric: 17%
I Oil: 8%
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Where does the energy come from?
Nuclear Fission
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Energy Release

# I gram of U.235 releases 24,000 kWh
(sufficient for a small town for one night)

* Equivalent amounts:
S3.2 ton of coal, or

> 12.6 barrels of oil
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The Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)

~1

C-

Containment Structure
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The Hazard

Isotope
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Pwruievin People andu Ike Euwit onnen I

Safety Objective

, Prevent release of radioactive materials
to the environment

, Double ended guillotine break of main
coolant line assumed with single
failure of most important system

. Designed for redundancy, diversity and
independence

10
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Protecting Peopif anld the EuvijOntmen

4 , Design is based on assumption that things will
fail.

* Defense in Depth

'Design Basis Accidents included in design4

,Loss of Coolant Accident Most Severe

, Emergency Core Cooling Systems Required

, Operator Training and Licensing Extensive

, Use Probabilistic Risk Analysis to Judge

11
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Refueling/Spent
Fuel!Waste

, Every 18 to 24 months the reactors s
need to be shutdown and refueled. 0

Approximately 1/3 of the core is
replaced and the remaining is
readjusted to provide for efficient
fissioning of fuel (reactor physics and
safety analysis).

* Used fuel is stored at plant sites in
storage pools underwater until shipped
to repository 13
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. .US.SNRC Tohoku Pacific Earhquake

USGS Community Internet Intensity Map

NEAR THE EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN
Mar 11 2011 14:46:23ca 38.322N 142.369E M.0Deph: 32km IDuscOOOIxgp

42'N Gi Y.......

14:46 (Local) March 11, __
i 4OW

2011

Magnitude 9.0 Earthquakei > 4th largest in the world
since 1900 (USGS) 'N-

> Largest in Japan since Koo"

modern instrument ___

recordings began 130 MR
years ago (USGS) - M

. Resulted in a Tsunami 34'N, •.N

that is estimated to have :'"0#
exceeded 32 feet in height "6r i (F

(N IS A ) r w 1 135 1 140 'E,
141I V A V1 W r
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2U.S.NRC Affected Nuclear Power Stations
Pro vsAiictii h ig eal ga u n d t o~m ,

.I.. •,. m .-. ti

SOnagawa NPS
YAll 3 units scrammed

ý Fukushima Dai-ichi (I) NPS

VUnits 1, 2, 3 scrammed

VUnits 4, 5, 6 already
shutdown

Fukushima Dai-ni (11) NPS

VAll 4 units scrammed

•Tokai

VScrammed (single unit
site)

Source: NISA

i-

Svý 61.3ft .U 0

N -

U08

OngW3 Nuc! e3r Power Staton

Fukutis~ma Jai crj Nuclear Power St3;v

Fukushima Da,;ni Nuclear Power&a6uo

Tohai~ 4e tto
GCR ( Under aeconmmissionipg))
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PoelqPeople' wid Mhe Etwvrounnient

T6hoku Earthquake and Tsunami II

0

-I

Earthquake Data*
ý Magnitude 9.0

> Epicenter: v109 miles from Fukushima site

> Peak Ground Acceleration
V 1,Og up to 2.75g at 80 miles from epicenter

v'-0.30g to 0.58g in Fukushima Prefecture

*California Coastal Commission. "The Thhoku Earthquake of March 11, 2011: A preliminary Report on
Implications for Coastal California
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Tbhoku Eailhquake and TsunamiI

I

4

Tsunami Data

ý Varying reports of tsunami height , approximately
14-15m (according to TEPCO)

> Reached shore within ^ one hour after the
earthquake

Up to six miles of run.up in flat regions
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T6hoku Earthquake and Tsunami

0

o NPP Foundation Accelerations*

Location Design Observed
Japanese g

Regulatory
Guide

g
Daiichi Unit 2 .45 .56

Daiichi Unit 6 .46 .45

Daini Unit1 .44 .23

Daini Unit 2 .44 .20
*TEPCO Press Release April 01, 2011: The record of the earthquake intensity observed at Fukushima

Daiichi Nuclear Power Station and the Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (Interim Report).
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Protecting PC ":: A : " duExtended SBO at Fukushima Daiichi

* Earthquake
! Reactor Units ,2, 2

and 3 scram

S Loss of offsite power
to all 6 units

Tsunami
Loss of emergency
AC power

* Extended Station
Blackout
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JJUS.NRC
Accident Sequence

. Reactor coolant flow after SBO

. Loss of coolant flow
ý Utility established seawater injection

j• Elevated primary containment pressure

Explosions
> Damaged reactor buildings for Units 1, 3 and 4

> Unit 2 explosion in primary containment- reactor
not damaged, possible torus damage

20
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{IpU.S.NRC.Status: Units 1 2 and 3
Pgotect '., Peopla and tA1  Eiw,, orn . • .n

* Cores reported to be damaged
'Extent unknown

v' Salt buildup from seawater injection

, All units have offsite AC power available
v/ Equipment verification in progress

* Freshwater injection established
, High radiation levels in containment and site

¶
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opkandhevirouni Status: Units 4, 5, and 6

Unit 4
> Core offloaded to spent fuel pool (SFP)

> An explosion caused significant damage to Unit 4 reactor
building

ý SFP cooling system not functional' > SFP being cooled periodically by injection of fresh water
from a concrete truck pump

* Units 5 and 6
ý On external AC power with core cooling functional

ý SFP cooling is functional on both units

22
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Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station
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NRC Incident Response

I

I

, NRC has continuously manned its Operations
Center

, Revolving teams of NRC officials with appropriat
expertise have been deployed to Japan since the
day after the event ,

, NRC playing a key role in coordinated U.S.
response to the event

24
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Prokcduig People and Ate Eni~vironment

NRC Issued Information Notice 2011.05

e To provide high level discussion of earthquake effects at
Fukushima Daiichi and allow licensee review and
consideration of actions to avoid similar problems

•* Discussed pertinent regulatory requirements

1 General Design Criteria 2 (or similar)

ý "B.5.b Requirements" for beyond design basis events
V Interim Compensatory Measures Order EA.02.026, Section

B.5.b

/License Conditions
/10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2)

ý Station Blackout Rule, 10 CFR 50.63

25
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NRC Inspection Activities

Temporary Instruction 25151183, "Follow-up to the Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Station Fuel Damage Event"
ý Inspection uses a combination of assessment of licensee actions

and independent inspections
ý The inspection is for fact/data gathering to help evaluate wheth

future regulatory actions may be necessary

, Temporary Instruction 25151184, "Availability and Readiness I
Inspection of Severe Accident Management Guidelines I

(SAMGs)"
ý To determine that the SAMGs are available and assess how thev

are being implemented

To determine the nature and extent of licensee implementation of
SAMG training and exercises

26
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Near.Term Task Force

Commission Direction for Near.Term Review
Conduct a methodical and systematic review of relevant
NRC regulatory requirements, programs, and processes,

E and their implementation, to recommend whether the
agency should make near-term improvements to our
regulatory system

! Recommendations for the content, structure, and
estimated resource impact for the longer-term review

Independent from industry efforts

Milestones
V 30-day Commission meeting (5/12/11)
V 60-day Commission meeting (6/16/11)
V 90-day final report and Commission meeting (7119/11)

27
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Longer-Term Review

Commission Direction for Longer.Term Review
. Specific information on sequence of events and equipment

statusI Evaluate policy issues

ý Potential interagency issues
C. 0 Lessons learned for facilities other than operating reacto

Receive input and interact with all key stakeholders t

Report within six months after beginning of long.term
effort

ACRS to review final long-term report (as issued in its final
form), and provide letter report to the Commission

28
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Industry Initiatives

An industry-wide assessment to verify and validate each plant
site's readiness to manage extreme events
Initiatives include licensee verification of:
• Each plant's capability to manage major challenges, and losses

of large areas of the plant due to natural events, fires or
explosions

Each plant's capability to manage a total loss of off-site power

• Verifying the capability to mitigate flooding and the impact of
floods

Performing walk-downs and inspection of important equipment
needed to respond successfully to extreme events like fires and
flood including identification of any potential that equipment
functions could be lost during seismic events appropriate for the
site, and development of strategies to mitigate any potential
vulnerabilities,
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Station Blackout- Background

C,

r

s NRC issued SBO Rule (10 CFR 50.63) in 1988

e Each plant must be able to withstand for a specified
duration and recover from a SBO

All 104 plants met the SBO rule requirements at the
time of the staff's review

i
I
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UEmergency Planning Zones

Two emergency planning zones (EPZ) around each
nuclear power plant

10 mile EPZ - plume exposure planning zone
V /Response within hours

50 mile EPZ - ingestion exposure planning zone
/ Response within daysI . EPZ size established:

SEncompasses most accident sequences
/ WASH 1400 Reactor Safety Study
/ Conservative Assumptions

ý Provides a substantial basis for expansion of response
beyond the EPZ should it be needed
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..,U.S.NRC Protective Action
aRecommendation for US.

Citizens in Japan

Recommendation for 50 mile evacuation

ý Limited and uncertain data available

i Significant challenges to 3 units and 4 spent fuel
pools

i Potential for large offsite release existed

ý Rapidly modeled aggregate cores to simulate
potential release

ý Decision to expand evacuation was prudent
given the uncertain conditions
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Apostolakis, George

•--' )m: Apostolakis, George
/hi: Wednesday, May 11,2011 5:26 PM

_-- Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: May 26 NRSB Meeting

Good ideas.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: May 26 NRSB Meeting

Commissioner - We can use a combination of a slimmed down version of your Prometheas presentation

'--Nigmented perhaps by some information from tomorrow's Commission meeting. Looks from the agenda like
( iUr presentation should be limited to the NRC response. Others will talk about the accident itself. I will work
".I.- this.

Nan

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2011 4:44 PM
To: Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: May 26 NRSB Meeting

I suppose we have to start getting ready for this.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Crowley, Kevin rmailto:KCrowlev@nas.edu]
,--'nt: Wednesday, May 11, 2011 4:03 PM

Apostolakis, George
Greenleaf, Toni; Case, Sarah; Crowley, Kevin ,

aubject: May 26 NRSB Meeting

26
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Dear George:

Attached is the draft agenda for the May 26 meeting of the Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board. I have listed the
-"`owing title for your talk: "Nuclear Regulatory Commission's response to the Fukushima accident." Please let me know

, his title is acceptable and, if not, please suggest a more appropriate title. We hope that you can talk about the

assistance that the NRC has provided/is providing to Tepco and the Japanese Government and what steps are being
taken by the Commission with respect to the U.S. nuclear industry in the aftermath of the accident. The board would

also be interested in your personal perspectives on the accident, response, and recovery.

As you can see from the attached agenda, there will be a number of other presenters from the U.S. government,

industry, and non-governmental organizations. The purpose of this meeting is to inform the board and other meeting

attendees about the accident and steps that are being taken in its aftermath. This is intended to be a technical meeting,

not a hearing or inquiry. All of the board members have technical backgrounds in science, engineering, or medicine, but

not all members are nuclear power experts. The meeting is open to the public and is usually well attended by

Washington, DC-based scientists and policy experts. Members of the news media may also be in attendance. You are
welcome to stay for the entire open session.

The meeting will be held in Room 100 of our Keck Center facility at 500 Fifth St, NW. Our building is located about a

block from the Judiciary Square (Red Line) and Gallery Place/Chinatown (Red/Green & Yellow Line) Metro Stations.

There is also underground visitor parking at the back of the building off of 6 th Street, NW. We have a nice refectory (aka
cafeteria) on the 3rd Floor if you want to come early and stay for lunch. It opens at 11:30 am.

Please let me know if you have questions or need any additional information for this meeting.

I am looking forward to seeing you on May 26.

, ards,

Kevin

Kevin D. Crowley, Ph.D.
Director
Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board
The National Academies
500 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001 USA
+1-202-334-3066 (voice)
+1-202-334-3077 (fax)
kcrowley()nas.edu

/
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
Adviser to the Notion on Science, Engineering, and Medicine

NUCLEAR AND RADIATION STUDIES BOARD
Eighteenth Meeting: May 26-27, 2011

Keck Center
500 5e" Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001

May 10, 2011 Draft

Thursday. May 26. 2011

OPEN SESSION
KECK 100

10:50 am Call to Order and Welcome
Jay Davis, NRSB Chair

10:55 am Safety of Backscatter Imaging for Security Screenings at Airports

Peter Rez, Department of Physics, Arizona State University (Confirmed)

11:20 am Questions and discussion

< ,) 11:30 pm Adjourn morning open session

Lunch available in Keck Refectory (3dg floor)

Please report back to Keck 100 by 12:25 pm

12:30 pm Call to order and welcome
Jay Davis, NRSB chair

12:35 pm Origin, evolution, and consequences of the Fukushima nuclear accident
Naoto Sekimura, Vice Dean of School of Engineering, Associate Member of Science

Council of Japan, Department of Nuclear Engineering and Management, University
of Tokyo (Confirmed)

1:15 pm Questions and discussion
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NRSB Eighteenth Meeting
Private Agenda

Page 2 of 2

" J1:25 pm

1:50 pm

2:00 pm

2:25 pm

2:35 pm

3:00 pm

3:10 pm

3:25 pm

3:50 pm

'4:00 pm

4:25 pm

4:35 pm

5:00 pm

5:10 pm

5:30 pm

Atmospheric dispersion of radioactive releases from the Fukushima accident
Gayle Sugiyama, Program Leader, National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center,

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Invited)

Questions and discussion

Potential worker and public health impacts from the Fukushima accident
Kiyo Mabuchi, Deputy Branch Chief, and Steve Simon, Staff Scientist, Radiation

Epidemiology Branch, National Cancer Institute (Confirmed)

Questions and discussion

Nuclear Regulatory Commission's response to the Fukushima accident
George Apostolakis, Member, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Confirmed)

Questions and discussion

Break

Nuclear industry's response to the Fukushima accident
Mary Fertel, President, Nuclear Energy Institute (Confirmed)

Questions and discussion

Fukushima accident and implications for nuclear power safety
Tom Cochran and Matt McKinzie, Senior Scientists, Natural Resources Defense

Council (Confirmed)

Questions and discussion

Fukushima accident and implications for nuclear power safety
Ed Lyman, Senior Scientist, Global Security Program, Union of Concerned Scientists

(Confirmed)

Questions and discussion

Opportunity for public comment

Adjourn the afternoon open session

/ N
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Economic Impact of
the Great East Japan Earthquake
and Current Status of Recovery

May 16, 2011
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

http://www.'neti'go.jp/english/earthquake/recoveiy/index.html
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1. Extent of the affected areas

( '~

>Adverse impact to Japanese economy is limited since the pacific ocean coast ,which

suffered the greatest damage, accounts for only 2.5 % of the total Japanese economy.
>The affected areas are slightly smaller in economic size than that of the Great Hanshin-

Awaji Earthquake(1995).

The extent of economic activity in the municipalities along the pacific ocean coast * (Census of Manufactures)

Shipment value Gross value added

(trillion yen) percentof (trillion yen) percentof
total total

All Japan 265.6 100.0% 93.9 100.0%

Municipalities along
Pacific Ocean Coast** 6.6 2.5% 2.1 2,3%
[Source] Census of Manufactures 2009 (Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry)
* Surveillance on establishments with 4 or more employees
** Municipalities along the pacific ocean coast in Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima and Ibaragi prefectures

The extent of economic activity in the municipalities affected by
the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake* (Census of Manufactures)

Shipment value Gross value added

(trillion yen) In percent of (trillion yen) In percent of
total total

All Japan 311.2 100.0% 127.6
All Japan 311.2 127.6 100.0% 100.0%4 .1 I. _____________

100.0%

2.9%Damaged Municipalities** 8.3 2.7% 3.7

[Source] Census of Manufactures 1993 (Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry)
* Surveillance on establishments with 4 or more employees

** 10 cities and 10 towns which Disaster Relief Act was applied to in Hyogo Prefecture.
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2, Reconstruction and recovery following the Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake

ANegative effects in the quake-hit area as well as nationwide were temporary with
production levels showing a sharp recovery after dropping in the aftermath of the Great
Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake.

Mining and manufacturing production before and after the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earhquake

110

100

90

i1 62 101111211 234 5 6 7, 8 ,9 1101112
94 95

Source] Indices of Industrial Production (Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry)
Changes in Industrial Production (Kinki, Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry)
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3. Reconstruction and recovery following the recent earthquake : (1)Tohoku Expressway

),The Tohoku Expressway is a transport and commercial artery which connects Tohioku
and Kanto regions. Numerous factories are located along the route.

>347 km out of 675 km of the expressway was destroyed in the earthquake on March 11,
but traffic restriction was lifted on March 24th, following the completion of emergency
restoration measures.

Tohoku
Expressway "

4j

Mar 12th Mar 17th

eaI

Ma 2h" u 
Mr2t 1OV
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3. Reconstruction and recovery following the recent earthquake : (2) Railroads

None of the 26 trains operating at the time of the earthquake derailed, nor was there
any serious damage to elevated bridges and stations, or collapse of tunnels.

ý>The entire Tohoku Shinkansen resumed operation on April 29th.

Present status of operations as of April .29th

'i93'. H. ull Morioka to Shin Aomori

Resumed operation April 13th

j i~) \ 1 FIchinoseki to Morioka
Resumed operation April 23th

< 1)i C•(9G•1 Sendai to Ichinoseki
•i • Resumed operation April 29th

51 Resumed operation April 25th

h J-Nasushiobara to Fukushima

win ImResumed operation April 12th' •;;[•]il• .... . ... JR East

".3kIng

L OOIin
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3. Reconstruction and recovery following the recent earthquake : (3) Sea Ports

ýQuays of all major ports in the quake-hit pacific coast from Aomori to Ibaraki became
useable by March 24th.

,>The ports damaged by the tsunami are gradually recovering function.

HaEhnohe

~is IQuays of all the major ports

Il nto I-became useable on March

... ca.i 2 ; 4th
~i.Shoj~rn

fi
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3. Reconstruction and recovery following the recent earthquake :(4) Airports

ýThe reconstruction of Sendai Airport which was badly damaged by the tsunami showed
surprisingly rapid progress thanks to the cooperation between the US Armed Forces and
Japanese Self-Defense Forces. The entire runway was restored and became useable by
March 28th,

ýPassenger flights from Haneda-Sendai and Osaka(Itami)-Miyagi resumed operation on
April 13th, a month after the earthquake.

d

Kyodo

The first landing at Sendai airport since the earthquake
on April 13th.

Kyodo

Sendai airport damaged by the tsunami as of March 13th.
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4. Electricity supply/demand up to this summer

(>With reinforcement of the power supply, Tokyo Electric Power Company decided, in
principle, to not carry out "Rolling Blackouts."
After March 29th, "Rolling Blackouts" have been discontinued.

>TEPCO expects that it will be able to supply electricity up to 56,200 MW this summer.
M'With TEPCO's action to add further power supply and demand side measures, "RollingýBlackouts" is expected to be avoided throughout 

this summer.

(Number) 5 Frequency of "Rollina Blackouts"

4

1

0 0 0

(MW)
65000

60000

55000

50000

45000

40000

35000

30000

TEPCO's electricity supply capacity

lectricity supply before the
earthquake

loi on ~......... ..........SV S ff a..

7

Mar14th- Mar 2lth- Mar28th- Apr4th- Apr 11th- Apr18th- (period)

20th 27th Apr 3th 10th 17th

. .Maximum peak demand this summer without demand side

measures. :60,000MW
b1 *tlftill 

11t 
VII 

SWS 
1 Ni 

........ ~ I Il II 

*I 

I I 

Al

S.... . ,, , Reduction of peak demand through demand side measures.

ýAs of May 13, TEPCO is expected to be able to
supply 56,200MW* of electricity this summer.

KTEPCO plans to further increase power supply.
X. TEPCO is expected to supply up to 1,400MW to Tohoku

- "nrer I Electric Power out of its 56,200MW capacity.Mar 11th Thriis •u
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5. Psent status and prospects for restoration of production bases in the
affected areas

•More than 60% of affected bases of respondents have already finished restoration.
•Meanwhile, other production bases are on the way to resumption, and about less than

30% are expected to be restored by summer.

(Reference) The ratio of the number of establishments located in the municipalities in 7 prefectures (Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima, Tochigi, and Chiba)
covered by the Disaster Relief Act in the total number of the manufacturing establishments all over the country, is about 7%. (The figure was calculated based
on Census of Manufactures 2008, as of March 27th)

.............. IPresent status and prospects of production bases in the affected areas
67%

64%

8%: *Whole manufacturing(70) gMateial Industry(46) Processing lndustry(24)

38%

26%

20k
17%

9%7%9% 7%9%

restoration (1 -3 months later - I year year
I -$

ring

I later) I
I I

-...----------------------------- Survey period : April 8-15, 2011

*XAffected areas: Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima, lbaraki, Tochigi, Chiba
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6. Effects on specific industries :(1) Steel

tLAlthough Sumitomo Metal's Kashima plant has stopped production, other Japanese iron
works can still produce plenty of crude steel.

Geographical locations of damaged iron works Production capacitv for crude steel
(As of March, 2010)

X in thousands of tons per year

Japan (total)

Sumitomo Metal Industries, LtdW Kashima

Kashima

0 20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 120,000

X The blast furnaces of Kashima Steelworks of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd operated normally on April 30.
Kashima Steelworks of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd aims to increase pig iron output of the furnaces and achieve

overall normal operation at Kashima by the end of May.
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Effects on specific industries; (2) Petrochemicals6S

>Mitsubishi Chemical's Kashima Plant, which has suffered some damage from the Great
East Japan Quake, is responsible for about 10% of Japan's ethylene production. Even if it

cannot be repaired soon, Japan has many other complexes which can produce more than
the necessary volume of petrochemicals.

Production capacitv for ethylene Ratio of export &import to
production of petrochemicals(As of December, 2009)

(in thousands of tons per year)

25.0 23.1

I -;^' P.nhn~nu Caoacitv Share 21.2
Widsh mu Mmmul

Kashima
Goi
Ichihara

Chiba
Anegasaki Sodegaura

Kawasaki

Yokkaichi
Osaka
Mizushima
Fukuyama
Shunan
Ohita

Mrr.•IIRlIH O1HMI(nUAl 11iAP -1

MARUZEN PETROCHEMICAL CO.. LTD.
KEIYO ETHYLENE CO., LTD
MITSUI CHEMICALS. INC.
IDEMITSU KOSAN CO.. LTD.
SUMITOMO CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
JX NIPPON OIL & ENERGY CORP.
TONEN CHEMICAL CORP.
TOSOH CORP.
MITSUI CHEMICALS. INC.
MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL CORP.
ASAHI KASEI CHEMICALS CORP.
IDEMITSU KOSAN CO., LTD.
SHOWA DENKO K. K.

U
480
690
553
374
380
404
491

h1L
6.6, 20.09.5,%

7.61

5.11 15.0
5.2%
5.6%
6.7% 10.0
6.8%
6.3%
6.2%
6.1%
8.6%
8.4%

100.0,% 0.0

Export 14.3

493
455
450
443
623
615

7279

IIIIl i()
2.6 2.9

0.5 0.7

Total Capacity

N N N NX Underlined plants shut their naphtha crackers after the quake.

- ratio of export to production ratio of import to production

Mitsubisi chemical is expected to reopen its Kashima ethylene production facility

by around May 20.
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6. Effects on specific Industries: (3) Auto / Electronics Industries

(N~
\ /1

ýSeveral weeks after the earthquake, certain major factories producing core parts and
materials temporally ceased operation, but gradually resumed. For factories that need
more time to recover, companies are seeking substitute production from other factories.

ýMost of the motor production companies have restarted production, depending on the
supply level of core parts and materials.

Toyota Motor All factories resumed production on April 18th,

Nissan All factories, including a seismic-damaged engine factory in lwaki-city, resumed production on
April 181".

Honda After production resumed of finished automobiles at the Saitama factory and Suzuka factory, all
factories resumed production on April 11"h.

Hitachi Automotive Systems Sawa and Fukushima Auto-parts manufacturing factories damaged in the earthquake partially
resumed production on March 25111, Manufacturing facilities have been almost completely
repaired.

Hitachi Vehicle Energy Headquarter factory damaged in the earthquake at Hitachinaka-city resumed production of
Lithium-ion batteries from March 28t.

Hitachi ltd. Factory damaged in the earthquake partially resumed manufacturing of turbines for electricity
power plants on March 29", 90% production level has recovered.

Renesas Electronics 6 of 7 factories damaged in the earthquake have already resumed production. The NAKA
Factory damaged by the earthquake is scheduled to resume production by June 1. Original
schedule was "before July".

Shinetsu Chemicals Shirakawa Factory damaged in the earthquake partially resumed production on April 201". Right

now, carrying out the restoration work with the aim of returning the production capacity at the

plant to the level prior to the earthquake by the end of June of this year.

IHI Soma Factory damaged in the earthquake which produces engines and gas turbines, resumed

operation on March 291". .29
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7. Effects of radioactivity from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

// )

>Distance between Tokyo and Fukushima Dai-ichi NPA is 230km (about 144 miles).

Tokyo -Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS :230 km (about 144 miles)

Amsterdam -Brussels: 170 km (about 106 miles)

Paris- Brussels: 266 km (about 166 miles)

NY- Philadelphia: 137 km (about 86 miles)

Los Angeles - San Diego: 180 km (about 113 miles)

Washington DC -Philadelphia: 200 km (about 125 miles)

0

.9

g1i I ,4 201m from Fulushima 1
#0

Fukushima Prefecture

230 Km (about 144 miles)
!l II

5

FM~~~ 

114of22
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7. Effects of radioactivity from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

ýThe recent environmental radioactivity level in Tokyo is lower than the level in New York
and Hong Kong.

ýSeveral UN agencies, including the WHO, have announced that radioactive materials
have been of low concentrations and do not present health or transportation safety risks.

<International organizations press release> < Environmental radioactivity levels around the world>

Qinternational Civil Aviation Organization Hong Kong: 0,14 ýSv/hour
(April 11,2011) New York: 0.095 ýSv/hour

"Continuous monitoring around these airo9.!. Tokyo: 0,078 pSv/hour
confirms that radiation levels are well within
safe limits from a health perspective." [Source]

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT), Hong Kong Observatory, Lve
radioactivity monitoring online USA
Hong Kong(as ofl3 April, 2011), New York (7 days average to April 13, 2011)
Tokyo (as of 12 April, 2011)

OWorld Health Organization <Environmental radioactivity level in Tokyo>
(April 5, 2011, FAQs) OThe environmental radioactivity level in Tokyo, if the

"WHO is not advising general restrictions on current level continues for three months, will be

travel to Japan." 168.5 ýSv*.

* 0.078 pSV/hr (as April 121h, 2011) x 24hour x 90days=168.5pSV

[Radiation in daily life]
-An air trip between Tokyo and New York (RT): 200 pSv
-A gastrointestinal X-ray examination: 600 pSv

14
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Article by Bloomberg

April 1st, 2011(Bloomberg) -- Hong Kong, Cornwall Radiation Beats Tokyo even
after Japan Nuclear Crisis

Typical amounts of radiation in Hong Kongexceed those in Tokyo even as
workers struggle to contain a crippled nuclear plant in northern Japan, indicating
concerns about spreading contamination may be overblown.

The radiation level in central Tokyo reached a high of 0.109 microsieverts per
hour in Shinjuku Ward yesterday, data from the Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of
Public Health show. That compares with 0.14 microsieverts in the Kowloon district
of Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Observatory said on its website. A person is exposed

to 50 microsieverts from a typical x-ray.

Tokyo's radiation level is only slightly higher than New York, where an average

of 0.095 microsieverts an hour was recorded in the seven days to yesterday,
according to a real- time Geiger counter reading set up as part of the Background
Radiation Survey, a project where owners of the equipment feed their readings

into a central database. The level in Tokyo the day before the accident averaged
0.0338 microsieverts an hour.
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8, Macroeconomic impact: (1) Comparison with the "Lehman Shock"

tAccording to private sector forecasts, Japan's economy will grow in .3 and 0.4 2011after
slowing down in the Q1 and Q2. The degree of the slowdown is expected to be much less

than after the "Lehman Shock."

(%)
15,0

Comparison with "Lehman Shock"
(Real GDP: Changes from the previous quarter, annual rate)

10.0

5.0

0.0

A 5.0

A 10.0

A 15.0

A 20.0

6.0

Actual --:-Forecasts by private sector

10.7 7.2
cean
'ed

2.8 5.0

-1.5
'-1.9

-1--actual ' 20-1 -consensus 

-20

-9- actual (before & after Lehman shock)

II MI IV I II MI

CY2010 CY2011

CY2008 CY2009

A25.0 -
IV

(Source]"National Accounts" (Cabinet Office), "Monthly Survey of Japanese Economic Forecasts" (Economic Planning Association, May 16.2011 )
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8, Macroeconomic impact: (2) Cabinet office estimate

>The Cabinet Office forecasts that Japan's growth will be positive following the "Great

East Japan Earthquake." It estimates damage to stock due to the disaster to be about 1%
of the national stock.

(Real GDP, trillion yen)

FY2011(2011,4' 2012,3) FY2012 FY2013

First half Second half (2012,4-'2013,3) (2013,4-2014,3)

Impact on GDP in the affected areas

Decline in production due to damage to Al. 25"A0. 5 Al. 25"'A0. 5 A2. 25"Al. 25 A2. 25-A1. 25
private plants & equipment

Impact on GDP in the non-affected areas AO. 25

via supply-chain connections

Impact on recovery of damaged

stocks (assuming a scenario where
recovery takes 3 years) 2"3 3-5 6-9. 5 5"-7.-75

Increase in production corresponding to the gros
fixed capital formation

Total impact on GDP 0. 5 2. 25 2"4. 25 3. 75-'8. 25 2.75'-6. 5

In percent of real GDP (annualized) 0. 25 ,0. 75% 0. 75"'1. 5% 0. 75-1. 5% 0. 5-1. 25%

Damage to stocks (Social Capital, 16 -25 trillion yen (about 1% of all stock)

Housing, private plants & equipment)

[Source] Cabinet Office
(X 1) Prefectures covered: Hokkaido, Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima, lbaraki, and Chiba. Period covered FY2011 - FY2013
(X2) This table shows the difference from a baseline which corresponds to real GDP that would have realized if the Tohoku-Pacific Ocean Earthquake had not occurred.

When calculating the ratio to real GDP, estimated real GDP for FY2010 as shown in the government economic outlook (Cabinet decision in January 2011) is used.
(M3) Total stock in Japan is 2,054 trillion yen. (by macroeconomic and fiscal model database 2009)
(X4) Excluding impact on GOP via constraint on elecdric power supply. I/
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""T uk you"

'ARIGATO" is a word to express appreciation.
The photograph shows the word'ARIGATO' which people affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake wrote on the shore
using pine trees for the United States Armed Forces which had supported with the restoration of Sendai Airport.
ARIGTO' expresses the appreciation of the Japanese people for the support by each nation and their people, including
the U,S,

Message [roin Prime Minister Naoto (an regarding assistance received from overseas
Tuesday, March 22, 2011

I would like to express my most sincere appreciation [or the condolences and assistance Japanl has received from approximately 1.30
countries, more than 30 international orglniizaLions, and people all around the world in response to the lbhoku-I1acific Ocean
Earthquake,

The rescue workers, search dogs, and nuclear power experts from vwrious countries, as well as t[Ie human resources support from the

U.S, Forces in Japan and others, assistance with food, medictl supplies, blankets, arid other supplies, Land offers of assistance from over

670 NGOs and other organiziations have all beenr profourrdly uplifting to the Japanese people, who have come to realize acutely that "a

friend in need is a friend indeed,"
On behalf of t(ie Japanese people, I would like once again to express my deepest appreciation upon having received this truly

tremendous outpouring of cordial assistarce from aronrd the world.
Naoto (an

lPrime Minister of Japan
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Roadmap for Immediate Actions e Assistance of Nuclear Sufferers
May 17.2011

Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters

L Actions for the restoration from the
accident at TEPCO's Fukushlima Dal-
lichi Nuclear Power Station

2. Actions related to the evAcuation
area

3. Actions related to the dliblrdie
evacuation area

4. Actions related to the evacudtion
prepared area in use of eme(rgenry

I

5, Ensure the safety , as sii',ur,.esi of
stfferers

8. Compensation to sufferers and
affe•d businesses, etc.

9, Actions to assist homecoming

I

1401111 
A
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Roa for Immediate Actions for the Verification of and Restora from the Accident at Fukushima Dai-ichi
Nuclear Power Station

I Docume'tN j May17,2011

Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters

-I
Tarlets In TEPCO's 'Roadmap towards
Restoration from the Accident at Fukushlma
NuId1 Nuclear Power Station

1. Government's Support and Confirmation of
Safety

(1) Cooling the Ractor•s

TF15UTr1=(1) (ouil; t heri %pent I irri Pook

Containment, Storage, Treatment and Reuse
of Water Cuntamioated by Radioactive
Materials (Accumulated Water)

L 11V I" 1M'rfa 11Z=1 I " -- I'-- 10ý
FW1,1181)"N" "Wild Vill I'll (11WIlabit z i[Affla , 1plijil 111111111 1121 111ý11 1111111i 1ý III

c;

F

Kamm

(5) Mitigation of Radioactive Materials in the
Atmosphere and Soil

- ; cii * - -
imll" IN =till M Of 01111

(6) Measures against Aftershocks

7(7) Ensure the Safety of the Working
Environment, Improve Living ,ondition% and
Health Management

Ic i'l

A "go"2. Conduct Monitoring
IIIIM1111111111ý

Imp f Lall:111 filli., '11010ndlopwillit

3, International Coopration

4, Investigation and Verification of the Accident
6 1ý kull Jill IJ, Y1,
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C OMay 17, 2011

Tokyo Electric Power Company

Progress Status of "Roodmop towards Restoration from the Accident ot Fukushimo Doiichi Nuclear Power Station"

Progress mode during lost one month following the disclosure of "Roodmop towards Restoration from the Accident at Fukushimo Doichi Nuclear Power Station" on April 17 is summarized

below:

I1. Basic y (no change

By brirging the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable coding condilion and milrigarng the

release of radioactive materials, we will make every eflrol to enable evacuees to relurn 1o her

homes and tar atl cilizens to be able to secure a sound Wite.

ZTores (no change

* Based on the basic policy. Iwo sleps sel as targets in the previous roodmap remoin the some.

Sleo I: Radiation dose is in steady decline,

Step 2 Release of rodiooclive materitis is under control and radialion dose is being

signilicanlly held down.

JNotel Issues otter Step 2 wit be cotegorizeO as "Mi-term Issues"

o Target achievement doles tentatively set in the previous roodmop remains the some, although

there will still be various uncerlainlies and risks:

Step I: targeting mid July

Step 2: around 3 to 6 months lolter achievng Step I1

ti.Summary of proress mode in the lost one month and planned actions (main changes]

Imae of Circulotina Iniectn CootinQ

I Issue 2. SFP": RiB

Implementation of

several measures

ahead of schedule cork

Progress has been mode

relotively as scheduled.

"Remote controlled

operation" of "Girolle'.

elc in Unil I. 3, and 4 ,I.o III
were implemented

ahead a[ schedule. Insallalion at heal exchanger in SFP previously scheduled in Step 2 is
expec led lo be implemenled in Step 1.

4. 'Issue 3, Accumulated woler": Steady increase until operation of processing facilities
, Accumulated waler increases as new water is found in RIB 6i Unit I. While additional storage is

secured as a tenlolive measure, operation of processing foclties and eorty eslobishmenl of

circuloling injection cooling to control accumulated waler ore key ilems.

* Counlermeosures to prevent contomination spreading into the sea are reinforced.

. Set "miligalan oa gioundwoter contamination" as a new issue. Added new measures such as
"subo-doin monogement" and "shielding method oa underground water"

i ofrTemoorar Tide Barer
S. "Issue 7. Aftershocks. Tsunami": countermeasures .oft,,•

FOOC o fto M'io ied',cl"CuAet StoM0 Rol ofop1. Added aeas and Issues isetygis/moo ciunrercý esl

* The previous roadmop set 3 areas ["Cooing. "lgaotin". "Mondioung /Deconlotnmhln")

and 5 issues ("Reoclors". "Spent fuel poo&s', "Accumulated water", 'Almosphere, Sod".

"Measurement. Reduction. Announcement']

* Rellecting progress mode in the lost one month. 2 areas ("Counlermeasures against ollershock",

"Envi•onment improvemenl") and 3 issues l"Groundwoler*, "Isunomi, renflorcement, etc",

"Lite/wofk envionmenl" were newly added, resulting in 5 areas and 8 issues.

' Number of countermeasures agoins issues increased to 76 from 63 accordingly.

2. 'issue 1. Reactors": revision oa prioritized countermeasures due to the coolant leakage

* Entered into RIB in Unit1 after improving work enwionmel. Contirmed status at RIB and

calibrted instrumentations (reactor water level. etc.1

As a result, it turned out that the coolant leakage Irom PCV occurred in Unit I as well as in Unit 2.

There wrll be the some risk in Unit 3

Accordingly, as a moa countermeasures to achieve "cold shutdown" in Step 2, revision was

mode Io pr•oritize "esloblishmenlt of rculali'g inteclon cooing Iplease refer to the tigure in

upper right)" over flooding operation (flooding the PCV up to the lop oa active luel). In

cicutaling riteclron cooling, contaminated water accumulated in buildings is reused to be

injected into the PCV otter being processed.

* Polenlial oflerskaocks and Isunami ore resel as issues

Set "installment of temporary tide barriers" as a

countermeasure in oddlion to "adding redundancy of at C h b

power source". "transfer of emergency power source

to the upland", and "adding redundancy of water , : d'

ineclion line"

in addition to SFP in Unit 4, reinforcement work of each Iwecrin

unit is under considerolion.

6. "Issue 8. WIfe/work environment, progress is being made step by step
Set as new oreoa/ssue reflecting the tact that improvement oa ile/work enwonment of workers

in summer season has been inilioted,
N Necesscry measures wi be token in addion to previousý iplemenled "improvement ao meal"

and "inslollolion at rest station"
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C
Current Status of Roadmap (issues/targets/major countermeasures) as of May 17

B 1 ; d In Ihi uIevN V eSVion, Dlue colored: modified from the previous version

)

I Issues As of April 17
Step I (amund 3 mon•hs)

T AFAIdt tinit e MU
Step II ! Mid-term issues

(arund 3 to 6 mrt af •v,•r slp I)| I

I n ~iokonJZ lJlod
Ciruam~o co=4 system sa~7m~n0 host ~bnexxhangr)
_ ý*wof Kschiible

I-bI - I

3
Frnlevel g in processing facir~es

F lr~IaIaIionoIstoragefacitesiI dec~an~nation processing /

QL Fri I-zzzlib~iz
il fls it "~cesm o (:11,111 t(

*IrILI
oil

Iflstallenn (Af
fuliftodgedwPilnr ~esng LTAdTe1I

CnqIlgdl116 II O N JI'lIO

I iiaon ofw (contliflaioiin3

radiaMon level

F_'__

0)
0

I I lilh~i~iiii il Lul,, u~u)uI i lfIIII~lW~i~fl ukifm olfic~o itontamunated soil. nitLonj itIVililI 'p ___________IIIU1.11_1iI____I)
I j ~~~~~~~Consideration of shieIdint iiotbod of groiundwatoi ) I'iifiIIiii

ft
I

Dispersion of inhibitor )
Removal of debns )

I IInaingreact buidicover(lh vFlil9onsystm) I nIfAll of r9a2t 9llwq u"I
j .1
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Current Status of Roadmap (issues/targets/major countermeasures) as of May 17

Issues As of April 17 Step I (around 3 months) Step II Mid-term issues
current status(as of Ma1months after achieng Step )

Sofiaiently reduce radiatn dose in Continue monitoring andExpandenhance morilorig of radiation dose mn andI out of the power statio and infom mwbuaon Or*e I Delboerate Evacuanm
of results fast and accurately Preparati Areal Evacuahn Preparatli informing environmental

Area safetyS -, .. .... . .. .. .. .......... ... .. . ... . i___ "__ _

Enflawnctr ul couu emoasor~s dqavisl
Aeftshocks Ad tnisum

pr9W1Aprti 10( VaWiu ýWR*W
fr iijdm soldirngjr

P.i A mImI W PwnItnstall sujp"oh strutue) viittroml'il *AM nt 1idch Unit

.... AW.W.U 
.... * ... i

I lnvlltufCelI*int ~Mtn of nr~r~ti Unit

I 
I-

Improvement of workers' life/work environment
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Overview of Major Countermeasures in the Power Station as of May 17
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Progress Status of Countermeasures
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Apostolakis, George 1 i@fl=XlM qSGlQSUR-F

Apostolakis, George
1t; Monday, May 16, 2011 6:31 PM

Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette
Subject: RE: Public Agenda for the Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board Meeting, May 26, 2011

No problem with sharing. Marty could have useful comments.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 2:19 PM
To: Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George
Subject: FYI: Public Agenda for the Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board Meeting, May 26, 2011

Commissioner, please note that Marty Virgilio will like to have a copy of your slides for the subject meeting. I
recommend you share the presentation in advanced. Thanks, - Belkys

/>m: Virgilio, Martin
K ,*t: Monday, May 16, 2011 1:59 PM

io: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Snodderly, Michael
Subject: Public Agenda for the Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board Meeting, May 26, 2011

Belkys

Would the Commissioner be willing to share his presentation material in advance of the meeting?

Marty 3f~1i

From: Greenleaf, Toni rmailto:TGreenle~nas.edul
Sent. Monday, May 16, 2011 11:23 AM
To: Yates, James; Wingo, Erin; LUanos, Laura
Cc: Whetstone, Shauntee
Subject: Public Agenda for the Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board Meeting, May 26, 2011

To ALL INTERESTED PARTIES:

; an agenda (attached and listed below) for the May 26 NRSB meeting for your information. The afternoon presentations will
concentrate on the recent keOii1 D.*

Spoace is limited so please let us know if you plan to attend, RSVP to nrsb(,nas.edu or reply to this email.

nk you for your continued interest in the activities of the Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board.

Website: www.nas.edu/nrsb
19
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Toni Greenleaf
*_- Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board

" "21334-3066
.. x: 202/334-3077

NUCLEAR AND RADIATION STUDIES BOARD
Eighteenth Meeting: May 26-27, 2011

Keck Center
500 Pm Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001

May 16, 2011 Draft

Thursday. May 26. 2011

OPEN SESSION
KECK 100

10:50 am Call to Order and Welcome
Jay Davis, NRSB Chair

Safety and effectiveness of backscatter Imaging for security screenings
'Airports

',•,ter Rez, Department of Physics, Arizona State University (Confirmed) (via videoconference from London)

"-11 :20 am Questions and discussion

Adjourn morning open session

vallable In Keck Refectory (31 floor)

eport back to Keck 100 by 12:25 pm

I to order and welcome
RSB chair

wvlew of the Fukushima Dalichi Accident
ira, Vice Dean of School of Engineering, Associate Member of Science Council of Japan, Department of Nuclear Engineering

and Management, University of Tokyo (Confirmed)

is and discussion

ieric dispersion of radioactive releases from the Fukushima accident
na, Program Leader, National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Invited)

;0iscussion

tr and public health Impacts from the Fukushima accident
bcputy Branch Chief, and Steve Simon, Staff Scientist, Radiation Epidemiology Branch, National Cancer Institute

(Confirmed)

20
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__________ JIL]

s and discussion

R.'---:3tory Commission's response to the Fukushima accident
"Member, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Confirmed)

s and discussion

industry's response to the Fukushima accident

'resident, Nuclear Energy Institute (Confirmed)

s and discussion

ishima nuclear disaster and its Implications for nuclear power safety
'an and Matt McKinzie, Senior Scientists, Natural Resources Defense Council (Confirmed)

;tions and discussion

ishima accident and Implications for nuclear power safety
Senior Scientist, Global Security Program, Union of Concerned Scientists (Confirmed)

;tions and discussion

)rtunity for public comment

urn the afternoon open session

21
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Gilles, Nanette

f-"rom:
ent:

Subject:

Sosa, Belkys
Monday, May 16, 2011 1:28 PM
Apostolakis, George; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett. Steven: Davis, Roger
FYI: ICAPP Slides and Trip Report

Here is a link to access the Japan accident slides and closing remarks presented at ICAPP.

httos://www.sfen.fr/ICAPP-11

I ',

I
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Reprints
Slapy is for your personal, noncommercial use only. You can order presentation-ready copies for distribution to

,-r colleagues, clients or customers here or use the "Reprintsr tool that appears next to any article. Visit
www.nybtepfints.com for samples and additional information. Order a reprint of this article now.

May 17, 2011

In Japan Reactor Failings, Danger Signs for
the U.S.
By HIROKO TABUCHI, KEITH BRADSHER and MATTHEW L. WALD

TOKYO - Emergency vents that American officials have said would prevent devastating hydrogen

explosions at nuclear plants in the United States were put to the test in Japan - and failed to work,

according to experts and officials with the company that operates the crippled Fukushima Daiichi plant.

The failure of the vents calls into question the safety of similar nuclear power plants in the United States

and Japan. After the venting failed at the Fukushima plant, the hydrogen gas fueled explosions that

spewed radioactive materials into the atmosphere, reaching levels about 1o percent of estimated emissions
at Chernobyl, according to Japan's nuclear regulatory agency.

,/-.,ting was critical to relieving pressure that was building up inside several reactors after the March ii

... iami knocked out the plant's crucial cooling systems. Without flowing water to cool the reactors' cores,

they had begun to dangerously overheat.

American officials had said early on that reactors in the United States would be safe from such disasters

because they were equipped with new, stronger venting systems. But Tokyo Electric Power Company,

which runs the plant, now says that Fukushima Daiichi had installed the same vents years ago.

Government officials have also suggested that one of the primary causes of the explosions was a several-

hour delay in a decision to use the vents, as Tokyo Electric managers agonized over whether to resort to

emergency measures that would allow a substantial amount of radioactive materials to escape into the air.

But the release this week of company documents and interviews with experts provides the most

comprehensive evidence yet that mechanical failures and design flaws in the venting system also

contributed to delays. The documents paint a picture of increasing desperation at the plant in the early

hours of the disaster, as workers who had finally gotten the go-ahead to vent realized that the system

would not respond to their commands.

F-•!e venting would have allowed some radioactive materials to escape, analysts say that those releases

•ld have been far smaller than those that followed the explosions at three of the plant's reactors, which

Diew open containment buildings meant to serve as a first line of defense against catastrophe. The blasts

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/18/world/asia/18japan.html?emc=etal &pagewafIM=h*09 of 2929 5/18/201
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may also have been responsible for breaches in containment vessels that have complicated efforts to cool
aiel rods and contain radioactive leaks from the site.

One reason the venting system at the plant, which was built by General Electric, did not work is that it
relied on the same sources of electricity as the rest of the plant: backup generators that were in basements

at the plant and vulnerable to tsunamis. But the earthquake may also have damaged the valves that are

part of the venting system, preventing them from working even when operators tried to manually open
them, Tokyo Electric officials said.

In either case, regulators in the United States and Japan will now need to determine if such systems at

similar plants designed by G.E. need to undergo expensive and time-consuming retrofitting or redesign to

allow them to function even in severe accidents.

"Japan is going to teach us lessons," said David Lochbaum at the Union of Concerned Scientists. "If we're

in a situation where we can't vent where we need to, we need to fix that."

Officials from General Electric did not comment on Tuesday.

The seriousness of the crisis at the Fukushima plant became evident within hours of the quake and the 1

'-nami that rushed over the plant's sea wall.

\-.('12 hours after the quake, the pressure inside Reactor No. 1 had reached roughly twice the maximum
pressure the unit had been designed to withstand, raising fears that the vessels that house fuel rods would

rupture, setting a possible meltdown in motion. With the pressure high, pumping in additional cooling
water also was not possible.

The government became rattled enough that it ordered Tokyo Electric to begin venting. But even then,
Tokyo Electric's executives continued to deliberate, according to a person close to government efforts to

bring the reactors under control. The exchanges became so heated, the person said, that the company's

nuclear chief, Vice President Sakae Muto, and the stricken plant's director, Masao Yoshida, engaged in a

"shouting match" - a rarity in reserved Japan.

Mr. Yoshida wanted to vent as soon as possible, but Mr. Muto was skeptical whether venting would work,

the person said, requesting anonymity because he is still an adviser to the government and is not

permitted to comment publicly. "There was hesitation, arguments and sheer confusion over what to do,"

he said.

The executives did not give the order to begin venting until Saturday - more than 17 hours after the

Sm•i struck and 6 hours after the government order to vent.

As workers scrambled to comply with their new directive, they faced a cascading series of complications.

.ttp://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/I8/world/asia/18japan.html?emc=etal &pagewan[pir2 1 0 of 292 9/18/2011
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The venting system is designed to be operated from the control room, but operators' attempts to turn it on

/ •':d, most likely because the power to open critical valves was out. The valves are designed so they can
.,ýjK be opened manually, but by that time, workers found radiation levels near the venting system at

Reactor No. 1 were already too high to approach, according to Tokyo Electric's records.

At Reactor No. 2, workers tried to manually open the safety valves, but pressure did not fall inside the

reactor, making it unclear whether venting was successful, the records show. At Reactor No. 3, workers

tried seven times to manually open the valve, but it kept closing, the records say.

The results of the failed venting were disastrous.

Reactor No. 1 exploded first, on Saturday, the day after the earthquake. Reactor No. 3 came next, on

Monday. And No. 2 exploded early Tuesday morning.

With each explosion, radioactive materials surged into the air, forcing the evacuation of tens of thousands

of earthquake survivors living near the plant, contaminating crops and sending a faint plume of

radioactive isotopes as far as the United States within days. Aerial photos of the reactor buildings showed

No. 1 and 3 had been blown apart and another was seriously damaged.

As the troubles mounted, Tokyo Electric and government officials conducted a series of news conferences
\ began to suggest the scope of the damage. The blasts, they said, probably caused breaches in

tatainment vessels that are among the final layers of protection against meltdowns and even larger

releases of radioactive materials.

Tokyo Electric in recent days has acknowledged that damage at the plant was worse than previously

thought, with fuel rods most likely melting completely at Reactors 1, 2 and 3 in the early hours of the

crisis, raising the danger of more catastrophic releases of radioactive materials. The company also said

new evidence seemed to confirm that at Reactor No. 1, the pressure vessel, the last layer of protection, was

broken and leaking radioactive water.

The improved venting system at the Fukushima plant was first mandated for use in the United States in

the late 198os as part of a "safety enhancement program" for boiling-water reactors that used the Mark I

containment system, which had been designed by General Electric in the 196os. Between 1998 and 2001,

Tokyo Electric followed suit at Fukushima Daiichi, where five of six reactors use the Mark I design.

The company said that was the case this week, after a review of Japanese regulatory filings made in 2002

showed that the vents had been installed.

/_\fortified venting system addressed concerns that the existing systems were not strong enough to

\-ýnel pent-up pressure inside the reactors in an emergency. Pressure would be expected to rise along

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/18/world/asia/I 8japan.html?emc=etal &pagewaFIMHfli 1 of 2929 5/18/2011
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with temperature, damaging the zirconium cladding on the fuel rods at the reactor core and allowing them

(`-'act chemically with water to produce zirconium oxide and hydrogen gas.

The new vents were designed to send steam and gas directly from the reactor's primary containment,

which houses the reactor vessel, racing past the usual filters and gas treatment systems that would

normally slow releases of gas and eliminate most radioactive materials.

But the emergency vents were fitted with numerous safeguards, some of which require electricity to work,

rendering them useless when all power is lost at a nuclear plant, experts say.

The most important of those safeguards are the valves, operated from a switch under lock and key in the

control room, that must be opened for the vents to work. When a key is inserted into the keyboard in the

nuclear reactor's control room and turned, the valves are supposed to open, letting gases rush out of the

reactor building.

Tokyo Electric has said the valves did not work at Fukushima Daiichi after the power failed.

That would suggest that operators of similar plants in the United States and Japan could protect reactors

by moving generators to higher floors if the equipment is currently in places that could be affected by
t•unamis or flooding from rivers.

a redesign of the venting system itself might also be necessary.

The design is the result of conflicting schools of thought among United States nuclear officials, said

Michael Friedlander, a former senior operator at several American nuclear power plants.

Mr. Friedlander said, referring to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission: "You have the N.R.C. containment

isolation guys who want containment closed, always, under every conceivable accident scenario, and then

you've got the reactor safety guys who need containment to be vented under severe accident scenarios. It is
a very controversial system."

Hiroko Tabuchi reported from Tokyo, Keith Bradsher from Hong Kong, and Matthew L. Wald from

Washington.

ittp://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/18/world/asia/i 8japan.html?emc-=eta I &pagewafiM-pT1h 2 of 2929 5/18/201
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Worldwide Electricity Production

, Coal: 39%

. Natural gas: 18%
, Nuclear: 17%
. Hydroelectric: 17%

. Oil: 8%
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Where does the energy come from?
Nuclear Fission

J neutron

fission
product

neutron J I Jneutron

target fission
nucleus product

J neutron
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Energy Release

s 1 gram of U-235 releases 24,000 kWh
(sufficient for a small town for one night)

@ Equivalent amounts:
ý 3.2 tons of coal, or
ý 12.6 barrels of oil
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The Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)

Containment Structure

• Condenser
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I'rowtdiri People and the Ewnmirnpient
The Hazard

Isotope Half.Life Volatility Health
Hazard

1311 8d Gaseous Thyroid
(Iodine.1 31)

137Cs 33y Highly
volatile(Cesium-137)

Internal
hazard to
whole
body

FM 118 o 292
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Protecting Popýe and the Eavirmrient

Decay Heat

10-1

P
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0"

Cý
0~

0

v

0 -4
10-1 1 10 102 103 104 105 106 107 108

Time After Shutdown(s)
seconds

1-hour
f tI

1-day 1-weekl-month 1-year
7

Source: Todreas & Kazirnii, Vol. 1
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Protedi;'s People uand t4e Envirolinaent

Reactor Safety Study, WASH.1400, NRC, 1975. 8
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Refueling/Spent Fuel/Waste

. Every 18 to 24 months the reactors need to be
shutdown and refueled

, Approximately 1/3 of the core is replaced and
the remaining is readjusted to provide for
efficient fissioning of fuel (reactor physics
and safety analysis)

, Used fuel is stored at plant sites in storage
pools underwater until shipped to repository
or placed in dry storage casks
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Boiling Water Reactor Design
Similar to Fukushima Daiichi

-&"Wt~
114du 

. _-e

Vent Line -/
Vent **r-J DOvncmeri

iTyoce of 96)

¶-Suppr'sion
Chamber
(WVetwaI)

L ECCS RIng
H.ader 10
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T6hoku Earthquake and Tsunami

Earthquake Data*
ý Magnitude 9.0

ý Epicenter: ,109 miles from Fukushima site

ý Peak Ground Acceleration
V 1.0g up to 2.75g at 80 miles from epicenter

v -0.30g to 0.58g in Fukushima Prefecture

*California Coastal Commission. 'The T6hoku Earthquake of March 11, 2011: A preliminary Report on

Implications for Coastal California"

11
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e Onagawa NPS

All 3 units scrammed

s Fukushima Daiichi (I) NPS
SUnits 1, 2, 3 scrammed

4Units 4, 5, 6 already
shutdown

s Fukushima Daini (11) NPS

All 4 units scrammed

# Tokai

Scrammed (single unit
site)

Source: NISA

iclear Power Stations
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/1 Onagawa Nuclear Power Station

Fulushima DaMichi Nuclear Power Stabon

\ Fukushmia Daini Nuclear PowerS&ation

Tokai Power Station

GCR (Under decoimissioning))

Tobl( Daini Power Station
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NPP Foundation Accelerations*

Location Design Observed
Japanese g

Regulatory
Guide

g
Daiichi Unit 2 0.45 0.56

Daiichi Unit 6 0.46 0.45

Daini Unit 1 0.44 0.23

Daini Unit 2 0.44 0.20

*TEPCO Press Release April 01, 2011: The record of the earthquake intensity observed at Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station and the Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (Interim Report).
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T6hoku Earthquake and Tsunami

Tsunami Data
ý Varying reports of tsunami height- approximately

14-15m (according to TEPCO)

> Protective wall: 5.7 meters

ý Reached shore within about one hour after the
earthquake

ý Up to six miles of run.up in flat regions

14
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Extended Station Blackout
, Earthquake

Reactor Units 1, 2,
and 3 scram
Loss of offsite power
to all 6 units

, Tsunami
Loss of emergency
AC power

, Extended Station
Blackout (Total loss
of ac power)

15
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Status: Units 1, 2, and 3

s Cores reported to be damaged
/ Extent unknown

Salt buildup from seawater injection

s All units have offsite AC power available
V Equipment verification in progress

e Freshwater injection established

@ High radiation levels in containment and site

16
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Status: Units 4, 5, and 6

Unit 4
ý Core offloaded to spent fuel pool (SFP)

> An explosion caused significant damage to Unit 4 reactor
building

ý SFP cooling system not functional

ý SFP being cooled periodically by injection of fresh water
from a concrete truck pump

, Units 5 and 6
> On external AC power with core cooling functional

• SFP cooling is functional on both units

17
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NRC Incident Response

a NRC has continuously manned its Operations
Center

s Revolving teams of NRC officials with appropriate
expertise have been deployed to Japan since the
day after the event

s NRC playing a key role in coordinated U.S.
response to the event

18
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NRC Inspection Activities

Temporary Instruction 25151183, "Follow-up to the Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Station Fuel Damage Event"
ý Inspection uses a combination of assessment of licensee actions

and independent inspections
ý The inspection is for fact/data gathering to help evaluate whether

future regulatory actions may be necessary

. Temporary Instruction 25151184, "Availability and Readiness
Inspection of Severe Accident Management Guidelines
(SAMGs)"
ý To determine that the SAMGs are available and assess how they

are being implemented
ý To determine the nature and extent of licensee implementation of

SAMG training and exercises

19
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Near.Term Task Force

Commission Direction for Near.Term Review
Conduct a methodical and systematic review of relevant
NRC regulatory requirements, programs, and processes,
and their implementation, to recommend whether the
agency should make near-term improvements to our
regulatory system

Recommendations for the content, structure, and
estimated resource impact for the longer-term review

Independent from industry efforts

Milestones
V 30.day Commission meeting (5/12111)
V 60-day Commission meeting (6/16111)
/ 90-day final report and Commission meeting (7/19/11)

20
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Task Force Current Assessment

* To date the task force has not identified any
issues that undermine our confidence in the
continued safety and emergency planning of
U.S. plants

* Task force review likely to recommend
actions to enhance safety and preparedness

21
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